Abstract-Acquisition of instantaneous channel state information (CSI) is essential in cloud radio access networks (C-RANs) to achieve advanced technologies. However, the overhead to obtain CSIs by traditional schemes is sufficiently large, which will degrade the spectrum efficiency. To handle this problem, a two-phase based pilot allocation scheme is proposed in this paper, where both the wireless fronthaul link and radio access link are considered. In particular, the pilot allocation for RRH is derived based on the angular resolution characteristics in phase I. In phase II, an inter-cluster and intra-cluster pilot allocation algorithm for users is proposed to mitigate the pilot contamination. Numerical results are shown to demonstrate the performance of our proposed pilot allocation scheme in C-RANs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fifth generation of mobile technology (5G) is proposed to deal with the increasing demands and business contexts recently [1] [2] [3] . The cloud radio access network (C-RAN) is a promising solution to provide high energy and spectrum efficiencies, in which distributed remote radio heads (RRHs) connect to the baseband unit (BBU) pool through the wired/wireless fronthaul link. Several techniques are proposed to realize the advantages of C-RANs, such as large-scale collaborative processing and the radio resource allocation and optimization [4] [5] [6] . However, these works are assumed that the BBU pool has the knowledge of CSIs, which has to be estimated in practice.
Therefore, obtaining accurate instantaneous CSIs is of great significance in C-RANs. Since the wireless fronthaul technology is adapted in the real world for the advantages of cheapness and flexibility, both the radio access link between the users and RRHs and the wireless fronthaul link between the RRHs and the BBU pool need to be estimated, respectively [7] [8] [9] .
In [7] , a segment training based individual channel estimation is proposed in C-RANs. The sequential minimum meansquare-error (MMSE) estimator is proposed to estimate the radio access link channel by using the Kalman filter and the optimal training design is also proposed to minimize the MSE. Despite the estimation accuracy, this method requires a large amount of training symbols which deteriorates the performance in terms of data rate and spectral efficiency. [8] has proposed a superimposed-segment training based individual channel estimation, where a periodic training sequence is superimposed on the data signal at each user and each RRH prepends a separate pilot to the received signal before forwarding it to the centralized BBU pool. Although this method can reduce the training overhead, the training overhead is still large.
One way of reducing the training overhead is pilot reusing, which will inevitably cause the pilot contamination. In order to mitigate pilot contamination, several works for pilot allocation are proposed [10] [11] [12] . In [11] , a smart pilot assignment scheme is proposed to enhance the performance of users with severe pilot contamination. The main idea is to assign the pilot sequence with smallest inter-cell interference to the user having the worst channel quality in a sequential way until all users have been assigned by their corresponding pilot sequences. In [12] , the orthogonal training resource allocation problem is proposed for user-centric cooperative network aiming at minimizing the overall training overhead. The optimal solution is found through a graph-theoretic approach. All these methods only consider one channel link, which can not be applied directly in C-RANs due to the different characteristics of radio access link and wireless fronthaul link.
In this paper, a two-phase pilot allocation scheme is proposed to reduce the training overhead in C-RANs. In phase I, the pilot allocation for RRHs is considered. Due to the angular resolution characteristics, the RRH clusters can be formed by whether the channel AoA intervals of the RRHs are nonoverlapping. After the clustering process, the pilot allocation for RRHs can be followed with the principle that the RRHs use orthogonal pilots in intra cluster and reuse pilots in inter clusters. In phase II, a novel pilot allocation algorithm for users is proposed. Firstly, a new metric is presented according to the large-scale coefficients from users to RRHs and the estimated channel matrix from RRHs to BBU pool. Based on the metrics, a user-cluster binary matrix is constructed. Then, an intercluster and intra-cluster pilot allocation scheme is proposed in terms of mitigating the pilot contamination.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Consider a typical cloud radio access network consisting of M users, K RRHs and one BBU pool, where all users and RRHs are equipped with a single antenna, as shown in Fig. 1 . For the convenience of layout, the RRHs connect to the BBU pool through the wireless technologies. The channel can be divided into two individual channels, named as radio access link from users to distributed RRHs and wireless fronthaul link from RRHs to the BBU pool. Both channels are assumed to be block fading channel, where channel states stay constant over the coherence block with a length of τ symbols, and vary from block to block in an independent and identically distributed manner.
A. Channel Model
Denote the radio access link channel matrix as H 1 and wireless fronthaul link channel matrix as H 2 . The channel matrix H 1 is assumed to be spatially uncorrelated, which can be modeled as
where H ω is a K × M Gaussian random matrix with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero mean and unit variance entries. D denotes a K × M matrix of large scale fading coefficients, which is assumed to be invariant over many coherence time intervals and can be easily obtained by the BBU pool. For the wireless fronthaul link, N centralized massive antennas are assumed to be deployed at the BBU pool. With the ray-tracing based approach [13] , the wireless fronthaul channel between the N antennas at the BBU pool and the antenna of the k-th RRH can be modeled as
where P ( 1) is the arbitrary number of i.i.d. paths, g kp ∼ CN (0, β k ) is the complex-valued channel gain function and v(θ) ∈ C N ×1 is the BS array response vector corresponding to the incidence angle θ. Then according to (2) , the channel covariance matrix is given by
B. Training Transmission
The segment training scheme consisting of two phases is adopted in this paper [7] , as shown in Fig. 1 . During Phase I, the user transmits the pilot sequence ϕ to RRHs. In Phase II, the RRH puts another pilot sequence ψ in the front of ψ, and then forwards the re-organized signals to the BBU pool. For the phase I, the received vector r k at k-RRH is given by
where ϕ κm ∈ C T1×1 is the pilot vector, ϕ
and n k is assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian noise variables with zero-mean and unit variance, i.e. CN (0, 1).
During Phase II, the RRHs put the new pilot sequence Ψ in front of the receive training signals and the total training sequence are transmitted to the BBU pool. The received training signals at the BBU pool can be divided into two parts:
where 
III. TWO PHASE BASED PILOT ALLOCATION SCHEME
To enhance the estimation performance, one straightforward way is to assign each RRH and each user an orthogonal training resource, whose overall training overhead increases linearly with the total number of RRHs and users. However, it is impossible for the realistic systems since the number of RRHs and users are large in C-RANs. Allocating more symbols for training will degrade the system spectral efficiency due to the limited channel coherence time. Another choice is to reuse the pilots among clusters, which will inevitably cause the pilot contamination. To mitigate this phenomenon, pilot allocation scheme is needed.
A. Pilot allocation during Phase I
We first discuss the pilot allocation for RRHs and the corresponding channel estimation error.
Assume that the index sets of the RRHs and users are denoted as K = {1, 2, ..., K} and M = {1, 2, ..., M }, respectively. The total training interval length equals to T , where the training interval length for users and RRHs are T 1 and T 2 , respectively. The available orthogonal pilot set for users is T 1 = {1, 2, ..., T 1 } and that for RRHs is T 2 = {1, 2, ..., T 2 }. The set of clusters as C i , i = 1, 2, ..., I and the set of RRHs and users in cluster C i as K i and M i ,
Denote K κ k as the set of the RRHs using the same pilot sequence as k-th RRH and the pilot sequence ψ κ k is allocated to the k-th RRH. Then the MMSE estimate of the channel h 2,k is given by [13] 
where
The channel estimation error covariance is
so the total MSE of H 2 is
According to the Theorem 1 in [13] , if the RRHs reusing the pilots have non-overlapping channel AoA intervals, i.e. for ∀i, j ∈ K and i = j,
the minimum value of the MSE can be achieved, which is given by
Due to the fact that the BS is required to be elevated at high altitude, such as at the top of high building, there are few surrounding scatterers at the end of BS, which indicates the incident angles of the RRH is usually limited in the narrow angular range. Therefore, the clusters of RRHs can be formed depending on whether the channel AoA intervals of the RRHs are non-overlapping. If channel AoA intervals of the UTs reusing the pilots are non-overlapping, the pilot interference does not take in effect. The wireless fronthaul link channel can be estimated with little pilot contamination by assigning the orthogonal training in each cluster and reusing the training among clusters.
Since the cluster of RRHs are formed according to the AoA intervals, it can be ensured that the reusing pilots in RRHs have little impact on the estimation performance. The length of training assigned for RRH can be reduced from K to T 2 . T 2 only needs to satisfy T 2 ≥ max i |K i |, which means the training overhead of RRHs can be reduced greatly.
In this paper, it is assumed that the channel covariance matrices can be obtained by the BBU pool. Although channel covariance matrices vary over time, it changes less frequently compared to the instantaneous CSI and can stay constant over a wide frequency interval. Thus, we can estimate the channel covariance matrices through averaging over frequency in practical C-RANs.
B. Pilot allocation during Phase II
In this subsection, the pilot allocation scheme for users is discussed to make the total MSE minimization. The estimation of radio access link channel H 1 is followed by the estimation of wireless fronthaul link channel H 2 . For the convenience of calculation, the channel coefficients of H 2 is assumed to be perfect and the estimation error is omitted here.
To estimate the channel H 1 , we first right multiply 1 T1P1 ϕ * πj on equation (6) as
where M πj is the set of users using the same pilot sequence as j-th user.
Without loss of generality, we focus on a typical cluster C i with K i RRHs and M i users. Then the equation above can be written as
where the second term is the inter-cluster interference from the user using the same training sequence in other clusters and the third term is the inter-cluster interference from the RRHs which forward the same training sequence in other clusters. Denote that H 2,Ci = [h 
The corresponding MSE can be given at the top of next page.
Then, the problem of pilot allocation scheme for users with the target of minimizing the total MSE can be formulated as
It is a combinatorial optimization problem, and the optimal pilot allocation can be derived through exhaustive search. However, it is hard to implement in practice because of the high complexity.
From equation (20), it is shown that the MSE of j-th user for a typical cluster C i is affected by k∈Ci (λ
and the other users reusing the same pilot as j-th user, i.e. 
where χ 1 , χ 2 , ..., χ M is the permutation and combination of users. It is obvious that the first M i metrics represent the users in the C i cluster and the last few metrics indicant the users far away from the C i cluster whose pilot contamination influence can be ignored. Dislike the traditional centralized MIMO systems, the user in the center may not has the most valuable metric. Instead, it is decided by both large-scale coefficients from users to RRHs and the channel matrix coefficients from RRHs to BBU pool. The main idea of our scheme is that the users which have the same level value of o Ci j have the priority to allocate the orthogonal pilots. In particular, the same level is defined as greater than or equal to the value of ηo , where 0 < η < 1. Then, the user-cluster binary matrix F ∈ R M ×I can be derived, whose element is defined as
where f ji = 1 indicates that j-user outside the i-th cluster has the impact on the i-th cluster. After the definition of user-cluster binary matrix, the influence of user to each cluster can be derived intuitively. Defining f j is the j-th row of the matrix, we calculate the value of f i f T j . Generally, this process should have (M + 1)M/2 times. If f i f T j is not equal to 0, i.e. f j f T i = 0, i = j, it means that i-th user and j-th user have the same level influence to some cluster, which indicates that these two users should be assigned orthogonal training. This process can be set as intercluster pilot allocation.
After the inter-cluster pilot allocation, the remaining users which has not been assigned a pilot are those which has the most valuable metrics in their corresponding cluster and has less influence on the adjacent clusters. For the pilot allocation of these users, the principle is that the users in the cluster can not be reused. This process can be set as intra-cluster pilot allocation.
The above process can be summarized as Algorithm 1. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms. We first assume that the BBU pool is equipped with N = 128 ULA antenna and the antennas are spaced with a half wavelength distance. The power for RRHs and UEs are set to be equal, i.e. P 1 = P 2 = P and the noise variance is set to be one. The path loss exponent is set as α = 3. In Fig. 2 , the normalized MSE of H 2 versus SNR for the different pilot allocation schemes is evaluated. Three schemes including random pilot allocation, reusing pilot allocation and orthogonal pilot allocation schemes are compared. The length of pilot for random pilot scheme and that for orthogonal pilot scheme is 8. The length of proposed scheme varies from 3 to 8. It can be observed that the MSEs of both the reusing pilot scheme and orthogonal pilot scheme are decaying steeply to zero when the SNR increases. Meanwhile, the MSE of random scheme converging to non-zero error floors. This is due to the pilot contamination caused by the random pilot allocation for RRHs and the reusing pilot scheme can sufficiently mitigate this contamination. When the length of proposed scheme trends to 8, the MSE of proposed scheme almost coincides with the orthogonal scheme. However, in this case, only 3 pilots are adopted in our proposed scheme compared to 8 pilot used in the orthogonal scheme. Fig. 3 presents the normalized MSE of H 1 versus SNR, where exhaustive scheme, traditional scheme and our proposed scheme are considered. The length of pilot are set to 3. Two cases are considered including severe inter-cluster interference in Case I and slight one in Case II. It can be seen that the performance gap of the three scheme are small in Case II because in the sight inter-cluster interference case, the users have little impact on the users in other adjacent cluster. Meanwhile, in Case I, the performance of the proposed scheme is better than the traditional scheme during whole SNR region with a little bit improvement, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the pilot allocation scheme for both fronthaul and access links are considered in C-RANs in order to reduce the training overhead and mitigate pilot contamination. The pilot allocation scheme for fronthaul link is developed due to the high angular resolution characteristic, where one RRH has little impact on another RRH if their AoA are non-overlapping. For the access link, an inter-cluster and intra-cluster pilot allocation scheme is proposed via the metric defined according to the large scale coefficients from users to RRHs and the estimated fronthaul channel matrix. Numerical results have shown that the proposed schemes can achieve considerable performance effectively.
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